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PRESS INFORMATION 
 

Audible TECHART 
- 

Sports exhaust systems for the Porsche 911 

 
For an unmistakable TECHART sound and the perfect sporty styling the 

TECHART refinement program for the Porsche 911 provides the Carrera driver 

with a number of excellent options to choose from. The TECHART sports 

silencer “Racing” or the TECHART sports exhaust system with valve control as 

well as the dual oval sports tailpipes ensure an impressive and attractive 

acoustic of the car.  

 

TECHART sports exhaust system with valve control 

The valve controlled TECHART sports exhaust system transforms the 

performance oft the Porsche 911 into an audiophile driving experience. The 

driver can choose whether he prefers a sporty yet discreet sound with a closed 

valve or a more aggressive inimitable TECHART sporting sound with an open 

outlet. The sports exhaust system can be controlled with the sport button in the 

middle console of the car. The powerful sound goes well together with peace of 

mind: the TECHART sport exhaust system for the new 911 comes with an EC 

type approval. Furthermore it could be also driven with a closed valve under full 

load in contrast to alternative exhaust systems with a valve control. 

 

As a second option the TECHART sports silencer „Racing“ ensures an 

uncompromising racing sound of the Porsche 911 and grants a markedly 

aggressive audible feedback at all times. And even at standstill, the distinctive 

TECHART twin tailpipes at the 911, available in chromed stainless steel and in 

matt black, are a discreet indicator for the sophisticated refinement of the car. 

TECHART sports tailpipes are specially designed to enhance the sporting 
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character of the 911. They are also available as an add-on for the standard 

Porsche exhaust system of the Carrera S and Carrera 4S as well as for the 

Porsche sports exhaust system of all 911 Carrera models. 

 

TECHART offers a very special service to its customers at 

http://www.techart.de/en/multimedia. They can listen to all engine sounds of the 

different TECHART sports exhaust systems and the sounds are available for a 

free download. 
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